1. Insertion of T i 's edges into the commit graph may cause a cycle in the commit graph involving transaction T j , or a cycle involving a transaction T k that has a path to transaction T j in the commit graph, where T j has not yet committed at all the local DBMSs. Thus, T i waits for T j to commit at all the local DBMSs in order to insert its edges into the commit graph, and thus execute its commit operation at the local DBMSs.
2. An operation belonging to transaction T i that is submitted to the local DBMS at a site s k cannot execute until transaction T j executes some outstanding operation (e.g., commit operation) Further, a transaction T i waiting for a transaction T j whose edges have not yet been inserted into the commit graph waits for T j at a local DBMS for the completion of one of its operations due to point 2 above.
We begin by rst showing that it is not possible for the GTM to have decided to commit all of T 1 ; T 2 ; : : : ; T r since this would cause a cycle in the commit graph which neither TM 1 nor TM 2 permits. Suppose the GTM decides to commit all of T 1 ; T 2 ; : : : ; T r . Thus, all of T 1 ; T 2 ; : : : ; T r 's edges are inserted into the graph and since none of T 1 ; T 2 ; : : : ; T r have completed execution, their edges are not deleted from the commit graph. Further, there is a path in the commit graph between any two transactions T j and T (j mod r)+1 , j = 1; 2; : : : ; r (follows from points 1 and 2 above). Thus, there is a cycle in the commit graph, a contradiction.
Let T (j mod r)+1 , j = 1; 2; : : : ; r, be a transaction that the GTM has not yet decided to commit and thus, whose edges have not yet been inserted into the commit graph. Thus, T j must wait for T (j mod r)+1 for the completion of an operation submitted to a local DBMS due to point 2, proving the theorem. For the proof of Theorem 9, we introduce the schedule S S k , which is the projection of the local schedule at site s k on global transactions committed by the GTM, and redo transactions for global subtransactions aborted by the local DBMSs, but committed by the GTM. The operations belonging to a redo transaction for a global subtransaction, are considered to be part of the global subtransaction and the global subtransaction commits at the local DBMS when its redo transaction commits at the local DBMS. In [MRB + 92c], we showed the following result.
Theorem 11: If 1. local schedules are strongly recoverable, 2. the GTM follows the EC protocol, 3. restrictions are imposed on global and local transaction read and update operations, and 4. in S S k , for any two global subtransactions T i ; T j , if T i is in a rw or wr conict with T j , then T j does not commit in S S k before T i commits in S S k , then the local schedule at site s k is serializable in the MDBS viewpoint, the serialization order of the transactions in S k being consistent with their commit order. 2
Proof of Theorem 9: Points 1,2 and 3 in Theorem 11 are given to be true. We need to show that algorithm TM 2 satises point 4. Since in Step 3, the GTM delays the commit operation of a global transaction T i if at some site s k , there is a global transaction T j that the GTM has not decided to abort, T jk has not committed at s k and is in a wr or rw conict with T ik . Also, in Step 6 of algorithm TM 2 , the GTM aborts global transactions that read data items written by global transactions committed by the GTM but aborted by the local DBMSs. Thus, the GTM ensures that point 4 is satised.
Further, local DBMSs send a YES vote for a transaction T k to the GTM before T k commits at any of the local DBMSs. Thus, it follows that T 1 commits at site s i 1 before the local DBMS at site s ir sends a YES vote for T 1 to the GTM, a contradiction. Thus, global serializability is assured. 2 only if:
In order to prove the only if direction, we need to show that if one of the local DBMSs in the MDBS environment does not generate strongly recoverable schedules, then there exist local and global transactions whose execution results in a loss of global serializability. We show this by constructing a scenario in which global serializability is not assured.
Consider an MDBS environment consisting of two sites: s 1 with data item x, and s 2 with data items y; z. Let us assume that site s 2 does not generate strongly recoverable schedules. Thus, by the denition of strongly recoverable schedules, the local DBMS at site s k permits a local schedule in which for certain transactions T i ; T j , such that T i is in conict, say a rw conict, (the treatment of other conicts, ww and wr, is similar) with T j , T j executes its commit operation before T i commits or aborts.
As a result, by Assumption 2, for all transactions T r ; T s , executing at site s 2 such that T r contains a single operation and is only in a rw conict with T s , the local DBMS at site s 2 executes T s 's commit operation, when it is submitted to the local DBMS at site s 2 , before T r commits or aborts. Consider the following two global transactions T 1 : r 1 (x) w 1 (y) T 2 : r 2 (z) w 2 (x) and the following local transaction L 3 executing at site s 2 .
L 3 : w 3 (y) w 3 (z)
Consider an execution in which T 1 rst executes r 1 (x) at site s 1 followed by the execution of r 2 (z) belonging to T 2 at site s 2 (in a trivial MDBS, the GTM does not delay the execution of any operations).
Local transaction L 3 then executes, and commits at site s 2 (transaction T 22 has a single operation and is in a rw conict with L 3 ), following which T 1 executes w 1 (y) at site s 2 , the GTM does a 2PC for T 1 and commits T 1 at both sites. Finally, after the execution of T 2 at site s 1 , the GTM does a 2PC for T 2 and commits T 2 at both sites. The local schedules at sites s 1 and s 2 that result in a loss of global serializability are as follows. and the following local transaction L 3 executing at site s 2 .
L 3 : r 3 (y) r 3 (z)
Consider an execution in which T 1 rst executes both its operations followed by the execution of its commit operations at sites s 1 and s 2 (the GTM cannot delay the commit operations of global transactions forever, and eventually must submit them to the local DBMSs). Transaction T 2 then executes both its operations followed by the execution of its commit operations. Local transaction L 3 's operation r 3 (y) executes before w 1 (y) at site s 2 , while operation r 3 (z) executes after w 2 (z). The local schedules at sites s 1 and s 2 are as follows, and global serializability is not assured (at site s 2 , operation r 3 (y) is permitted to execute due to Assumption 3, operations w 1 (y) and c 1 -due to Assumption 2, operations w 2 (z) and r 3 (z) due to Assumption 3 and operations c 2 and c 3 due to Assumption 4). Suppose global serializability is not assured. Thus, since each of the local schedules is strongly recoverable (and thus, serializable), there must exist a cycle consisting of global transactions, say, T 1 ; T 2 ; : : : ; T r , r > 1, such that T 1 is serialized before T 2 at site s i 1 , T 2 is serialized before T 3 at site s i 2 , : : : , T r is serialized before T 1 at site s ir .
We rst show that if T j is serialized before T k at site s i j , then T j must commit before the local DBMS at site s i j sends its YES vote for T k to the GTM. Let T i be the transaction serialized just before T k such that T j is serialized before T k . Since local schedules are strongly recoverable, T j commits before T i commits. Also, due to the strong prepared state, the local DBMS at site s i j send a YES vote for T k to the GTM only after T i commits. Thus, T 1 commits at site s i 1 before the local DBMS at site s i 1 sends a YES vote for T 2 to the GTM, T 2 commits at site s i 2 before the local DBMS at site s i 2 sends a YES vote for T 3 to the GTM, and so on.
We rst show that if T j is serialized before T k at site s i j , then T k 's edges cannot be deleted from the TSG before T j 's edges are deleted. Suppose T k 's edges are deleted from the TSG before T j 's edges are deleted from the TSG. Since T j is serialized before T k at site s i j , and local DBMSs generate strongly recoverable schedules, T j commits at site s i j before T k commits at site s i j . As a result, since T j 's edges are inserted into the TSG before it commits at site s i j , T k 's edges are deleted from the TSG after it commits at site s i j , T j 's edges must be inserted into the TSG before T k 's edges are deleted from the TSG. This, however, leads to a contradiction since T j 's and T k 's edges are deleted together by TM 1 .
Thus, T k 's edges are not deleted from the TSG before T j 's edges are deleted.
Since edges incident on T 1 ; T 2 ; : : : ; T r are inserted into the commit graph before all of T 1 ; T 2 ; : : : ; T r have committed, and edges inserted on T (i mod r)+1 are not deleted from the commit graph before T i 's edges are deleted from the commit graph, the commit graph contains a cycle. However, this leads to a contradiction, since a transaction's edges are not inserted into the commit graph if insertion of its edges causes a cycle in the graph, and thus the commit graph contains no cycles. Thus, global serializability is not assured. 2
Proof of Theorem 5: In order to prove the only if direction, we need to show that if one of the local DBMSs in the MDBS environment does not generate strongly recoverable schedules, then there exist local and global transactions whose execution results in a loss of global serializability. We show this by constructing a scenario in which global serializability is not assured.
As a result, by Assumption 2, for all transactions T r ; T s , executing at site s 2 such that T r contains a single operation and is only in a rw conict with T s , the local DBMS at site s 2 executes T s 's commit operation, when it is submitted to the local DBMS at site s 2 , before T r commits or aborts. Consider the following two global transactions T 1 : w 1 (x) w 1 (y) T 2 : r 2 (x) w 2 (z) execution results in a loss of global serializability. We show this by constructing a scenario in which global serializability is not assured.
Consider an MDBS environment consisting of two sites: s 1 with data item x and s 2 with data item y. Let us assume that site s 2 does not generate rigorous schedules. Thus, by the denition of rigorous schedules, the local DBMS at site s k permits a local schedule in which for certain transactions T i ; T j , such that T i is in conict, say a rw conict (the treatment of other conicts, ww and wr, is similar), with T j , T j executes its conicting operation before T i commits or aborts. As a result, by Assumption 2, for all transactions T r ; T s executing at site s 2 such that T r contains a single operation and is only in a rw conict with T s , the local DBMS at site s 2 executes T s 's conicting write operation, when it is submitted to the local DBMS at site s 2 , before T r commits or aborts. Consider the following two global transactions T 1 : w 1 (x) w 1 (y) T 2 : r 2 (y) r 2 (x)
Consider an execution in which T 2 rst executes r 2 (y) followed by T 1 executing its operations at both sites (since T 22 contains a single operation, and T 22 is in a rw conict with T 12 , the local DBMS at site s 2 executes T 12 's conicting operation, w 1 (y), when it is submitted to it). Transaction T 1 then commits at site s 1 (due to Assumption 4, this is permitted), following which, T 2 executes r 2 (x) (Assumption 3 makes this possible). Transaction T 2 commits at sites s 1 and s 2 (due to Assumption 4, this is possible), and nally T 1 commits at site s 2 . The resulting local schedules, are as shown below, and result in a loss of global serializability. arrive. In a semi-trivial MDBS, the GTM may delay the submission of commit operations belonging to global transactions, while all other operations are submitted for execution with no delay. Since global concurrency control schemes in trivial and semi-trivial MDBSs are simple, incur minimal overhead and delay few or no operations, they are attractive.
We have also identied restrictions on the local DBMSs that ensure that global serializability is maintained in trivial and semi-trivial MDBSs. These restrictions are both necessary and sucient to guarantee serializability, and require local schedules to be either rigorous or strongly recoverable. Many of today's commercially available DBMSs produce either rigorous or strongly recoverable schedules.
Thus, the results in this paper are applicable to the current database processing environment. to distinguish between this type of wait (which is not a deadlock situation!) and the wait described in Example 4, which is a deadlock situation. Mechanisms for detecting and resolving deadlocks in MDBSs have been previously studied in [BST90, BLS91] . In this paper, we propose a simple scheme that is based on properties of global deadlocks as stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 10: Consider an MDBS in which the GTM follows either the transaction management algorithm TM 1 or TM 2 . If there is a global deadlock involving global transactions T 1 ; T 2 ; : : : ; T r and a set of local transactions, then there exist global transactions T i ; T j , i 6 = j , 1 i; j r, executing at some site s k , such that T i is waiting for the completion of an operation submitted to the local DBMS at site s k , and the GTM has not decided to commit T j .
Proof: See Appendix. 2
A consequence of the above theorem is that the GTM could not have decided to commit all the global transactions involved in a global deadlock. Thus, the GTM can always nd a victim in order to resolve deadlocks. In our scheme, the GTM presumes (hopefully, correctly) that a global transaction T i is involved in a deadlock if, after a pre-specied timeout period, it is still waiting for the completion of an operation submitted to the local DBMS at site s k , and there is another global transaction T j that executes at site s k and has not yet been committed or aborted by the GTM. If, in case the GTM has not made a decision to commit T i , then T i is aborted. If, however, the the GTM has already decided to commit T i , then since T j has not been committed by the GTM, the GTM aborts transaction T j .
The above scheme, both detects and resolves all deadlocks, and can be coupled with either TM 1 or TM 2 in order to ensure global serializability. It, however, may lead to unnecessary aborts. As demonstrated earlier, this is an unavoidable situation in an MDBS environment, since local DBMSs do not provide the GTM with any control information. Nevertheless, the number of unnecessary aborts can be reduced by selecting an appropriately large timeout period.
Conclusions
We have introduced two classes of MDBSs: trivial and semi-trivial. In a trivial MDBS, the GTM does not delay any operations and simply submits them to the local DBMSs in the order in which they 6 Global Deadlocks
We now turn our attention to the problem of deadlock detection and resolution in MDBSs. We assume that each local DBMS is responsible for detecting and breaking all local deadlocks. In an MDBS, however, there may be global deadlocks involving multiple sites since it is possible that global transactions are made to wait by the local DBMSs as well as the transaction management schemes TM 1 (or TM 2 )
for the execution of their operations.
Example 4: Consider an MDBS consisting of two sites that produce strongly recoverable schedules: s 1 with data items x; y, and s 2 with data items u; v. Let T 1 and T 2 be the following global transactions:
T 1 : w 1 (x) w 1 (u) T 2 : w 2 (y) w 2 (v) Let T 3 and T 4 be the following local transactions that execute at sites s 1 and s 2 respectively.
T 3 : r 3 (x) r 3 (y) T 4 : r 4 (u) r 4 (v) Consider a scenario resulting in the following schedules S 1 and S 2 at sites s 1 and s 2 .
S 1 : w 1 (x) r 3 (x) r 3 (y) w 2 (y) S 2 : r 4 (u) w 1 (u) w 2 (v) r 4 (v) Suppose T 1 rst submits its commit operation to the GTM which decides to commit T 1 and sends c 1 to both sites. At site s 1 , c 1 is successfully executed, but at site s 2 , c 1 cannot be executed until c 4 executes, which in turn, cannot execute until c 2 executes 3 . Operation c 2 , on the other hand, cannot execute at any of the sites since insertion of T 2 's edges causes a cycle in the commit graph. This is a deadlock situation since T 1 waits at site s 2 for T 2 to commit, while T 2 waits at the GTM for T 1 to complete its commit operation. 2
Since the set of local transactions is not known to the GTM, detecting global deadlocks in an MDBS environment may not be simple. For instance, in Example 4, if in schedule S 2 operation w 2 (v) were to follow operation r 4 (v), then there is no deadlock. However, in this case, after c 1 is submitted to both sites, at site s 2 , c 1 would still need to wait for c 4 to complete execution. The GTM has no way 1. When a global transaction T i submits its commit operation to the GTM, the GTM temporarily adds to the commit graph, edges (T i ; s k ) for each site s k at which T i executes.
2. If the augmented commit graph does contain a cycle, then the GTM places global transaction T i on the waiting queue and deletes the temporary edges from the commit graph. 3. If the augmented commit graph does not contain a cycle, the GTM checks whether there is a global transaction T j that the GTM has not decided to abort, such that at some site s k ,
T jk is in a wr or rw conict with T ik , and T jk has not yet committed at site s k . 4. If such a transaction exists, the GTM places T i on the waiting queue and deletes the temporary edges from the commit graph.
5. If no such transaction exists, then the GTM initiates the EC protocol for T i , and temporary edges in the commit graph become permanent.
6. If at some site s k , subtransaction T ik is aborted by the local DBMS, after the GTM has decided to commit global transaction T i , then every global transaction T j that reads data items written by T ik is aborted. The server at site s k then redoes T ik 's write operations at site s k until the redo transaction commits at s k . Furthermore, every time the redo transaction is aborted by site s k , every uncommitted global transaction T j that reads data items written by T ik is aborted.
7. Upon completion of a global transaction T i 's commit operation at all the local DBMSs, transaction T i with all incidental edges is deleted from the commit graph, provided that there is no path in the commit graph from transaction T i to any other transaction that has not yet completed its commit operation at the local DBMSs.
8. If a global transaction along with all incidental edges is deleted from the commit graph or a global transaction commits or aborts, the GTM checks the commit graph (using steps 1, 2 and 3) whether the commit operation of any transaction T i in the waiting queue can be submitted to the local DBMSs. In algorithm TM 2 , the additional checks performed in Step 3 are essential, since otherwise, local schedules may not be serializable from the MDBS viewpoint (in the presence of global subtransaction aborts). This is illustrated by schedule S 1 in Example 3, which is non-serializable since the GTM permitted the commit operation of global transaction T 2 to be processed even though T 1 was in a rw conict with T 2 . A similar example in which non-serializable executions may result if the GTM permitted the commit operation of a transaction in a wr conict to execute can also be constructed.
The above discussed algorithm TM 2 can be used in a semi-trivial MDBS, since in TM 2 the GTM only delays the commit operations of global transactions. In contrast, the schemes proposed in [BST90, BS92] are not semi-trivial. Further, as opposed to TM 2 that only requires each local DBMS to be strongly recoverable, the scheme proposed in [BST90] assumes that each local DBMS produces rigorous schedules.
then the server sends a ABORT-ACK message to the GTM. A w-server behaves as in the previous case and sends its vote: YES (commit) or a NO (abort). If the GTM receives a YES from each w-server and a COMMIT-ACK from each r-server, it decides to commit the transaction and sends a COMMIT message to each of the w-servers. If it receives a NO from some w-server or an ABORT-ACK from some r-server, it decides to abort the transaction and sends an ABORT message to each of the w-servers. A w-server, on receipt of a message containing the decision of the GTM, submits either a commit or an abort operation to the local DBMS (depending upon the decision). In the EC protocol, committing the read-only subtransactions of a global transaction early does not result in a violation of its atomicity since the read-only subtransactions do not cause any changes to the database.
In the presence of concurrently executing global transactions, even if local schedules are rigorous and restrictions are imposed on data items accessed by global transactions, global serializability may not be ensured, as illustrated by the following example.
Example 3: Consider an MDBS consisting of three sites that produce rigorous local schedules:
site s 1 with global data items x, y, site s 2 with global data item u, and s 3 with global data item v. Let T 1 and T 2 be global transactions and T 3 be a local transaction that executes at site s 1 .
T 1 : r 1 (x) w 1 (y) w 1 (u) T 2 : w 2 (x) w 2 (v) T 3 : r 3 (x) r 3 (y) Suppose the GTM decides to commit T 1 (using the EC protocol). Further, suppose that T 1 successfully commits at s 2 , but the local DBMS at s 1 aborts T 1 . Transaction T 2 then executes at sites s 1 and s 3 , and since there are no cycles in the commit graph, the GTM decides to commit T 2 . Also, since the GTM considers T 1 to be committed, it executes the following redo transactions T 4 for T 1 .
T 4 : w 4 (y)
It is possible for transaction T 3 to execute at site s 1 in such a manner that the local schedule at site s 1 is as follows. global data items -those data items that can only be modied by global transactions.
local data items -all other data items.
We impose the following restriction on data items accessed by global subtransactions:
If a global subtransaction reads a local data item, then it does not write any data item.
The above restriction is minimal, in the sense that, if a global transaction that reads local data items were to write either local or global data items, then it is possible for schedules to be non-serializable from the MDBS viewpoint. In Example 2, since local transaction T 3 writes data item y, it must be the case that y is a local data item. Thus, since the global subtransaction T 11 reads local data item y and writes data item x, it violates the above restriction resulting is a loss of serializability in the MDBS viewpoint. Though the above restriction on global transactions is necessary, it is, by itself not sucient for ensuring global serializability. In fact, even if the GTM were to execute global transactions serially, global serializability may not be ensured unless each of the local schedules are strongly recoverable and the MDBS follows the Early Commit (EC) protocol introduced in [MRB
The EC protocol is similar to the global commit protocol developed earlier, except that the GTM, in the rst phase of the protocol, instead of sending a VOTE-REQ message, sends a COMMIT message to the servers at all the sites at which the subtransaction is a read-only transaction. We refer to such servers as r-servers. To the remaining servers, referred to as w-servers, the GTM sends a VOTE-REQ
message. An r-server, on receipt of a COMMIT message from the GTM submits a commit operation for the transaction to the local DBMS. On receipt of an acknowledgement from the local DBMS, the server sends a COMMIT-ACK message to the GTM; if the subtransaction is aborted by the local DBMS, preserved. If, however, a global subtransaction abort occurs after the server at the site has voted to commit the transaction, and a global decision has been reached to commit the transaction, then the server constructs a redo transaction consisting of all the updates performed by a transaction at the site, and submits the redo transaction for execution to the local DBMS. A redo transaction, in case it aborts, is repeatedly submitted to the local DBMSs until it commits. Note that since a redo transaction is a write-only transaction, it cannot fail logically.
Although the above approach guarantees global transaction atomicity, it nevertheless, suers from the problem that global serializability is not always maintained. The reason for this is that the redone global subtransaction is considered by the local DBMS as a completely dierent transaction unrelated to the transaction that has been aborted. However, from the MDBS viewpoint, the redone transaction is part of the same global subtransaction that aborted. To illustrate the diculty, let us consider an example of a schedule that is not serializable from the MDBS viewpoint but could be generated if the above global commit protocol is used.
Example 2: Consider an MDBS consisting of two sites: site s 1 with data items x, y, and site s 2 with data item z. Let T 1 be the following global transaction.
T 1 : r 1 (y) w 1 (x) w 1 (z)
Suppose that the GTM decides to commit T 1 (using the global commit protocol). Further suppose that T 1 successfully commits at s 2 , but the local DBMS at s 1 aborts T 1 . The server at s 1 constructs the following redo transaction T 2 from the server log and submits it to the local DBMS. A summary of the conditions under which global serializability is ensured in trivial and semi-trivial
MDBSs based on the nature of local schedules and that of the prepared state supported by local DBMSs is described in Figure 2 . In the gure, a \ p " indicates that there exists a GTM concurrency control scheme that ensures global serializability, a \X" indicates that global serializability cannot be assured and a \-" indicates that schedules may not be recoverable. Also, the last column contains the theorem of which the result is a consequence.
Single-Phased Local DBMSs
In this section, we consider the problem of transaction management in MDBS environments where Between the time the local DBMS at site s k responds by sending its YES vote to the co-ordinator and the time T ik commits or aborts at s k , T ik is in a special state referred to as the prepared state.
Local DBMSs cannot unilaterally commit or abort a global subtransaction in the prepared state. Thus, the use of the 2PC protocol, results in the violation of the execution autonomy of the participating local DBMSs. Since the preservation of local autonomy is crucial in many applications, some local DBMSs may be unwilling to support a prepared state and this leads to the following two classes of
single-phased { local DBMSs that do not support a prepared state, and two-phased { local DBMSs that do support a prepared state.
In the following, we study recovery techniques based on whether the participating local DBMSs are two-phased or single-phased.
Two-Phased Local DBMSs
In this section, we assume that all the participating local DBMSs in the MDBS are two-phased. We refer to an implementation of the prepared state in which the local DBMS simply saves the writes onto 1. When a global transaction T i submits its commit operation to the GTM, the GTM temporarily adds to the commit graph, edges (T i ; s k ) for each site s k at which T i executes.
2. If the augmented commit graph does not contain a cycle, then the global commit operation is submitted by the GTM to local DBMSs for execution and the temporary edges become permanent.
3. If the augmented commit graph does contain a cycle, then the GTM places global transaction T i on a waiting queue, and removes the temporary edges from the commit graph. 4. Upon a completion of a global transaction T i 's commit operation at the local DBMSs, transaction T i with all incidental edges is deleted from the commit graph, provided that there is no path in the commit graph from transaction T i to any other transaction that has not yet completed its commit operation at the local DBMSs.
5. If a transaction along with all incidental edges is removed from the commit graph, the GTM checks the commit graph (using steps 1 and 2) whether the commit operation of any transaction T i in the waiting queue can be submitted to the local DBMSs. Proof: See Appendix. 2
Note that, for Theorem 3 to hold, it is essential that global transactions consist of only read and write operations (global transactions do not contain lock and unlock operations) followed by a commit operation (the commit operation is executed only after all the read and write operations belonging to the global transaction have completed execution). In Theorem 3, as well as subsequent theorems, in order to prove that rigorousness or strong recoverability of local schedules is necessary for ensuring global serializability, we need to impose certain restrictions on the local DBMSs in the MDBS. These restrictions are discussed in the appendix. Example 1: Consider an MDBS consisting of two sites that produce strongly recoverable local schedules: site s 1 with data item x and site s 2 with data item y. Consider the following two global transactions.
T 1 : w 1 (x) r 1 (y)
T 2 : r 2 (x) r 2 (y)
Consider an execution in which the GTM rst executes T 1 's operations at both sites, following which T 2 's operations execute at both s 1 and s 2 . Transaction T 1 commits before T 2 at site s 1 , while at site s 2 , T 2 commits before T 1 . Note that transaction T 1 is serialized before T 2 at site s 1 , while at site s 2 , transactions T 1 and T 2 read data item y and thus, do not conict. Also note that a total order on the commit operations belonging to global transactions does not exist.
If global serializability is to be violated, then T 2 must be serialized before T 1 at site s 2 as a result of indirect conicts due to the execution of local transactions. However, for any system of local transactions, it is impossible for local transactions to execute outside the control of the GTM in such a manner that local schedules are strongly recoverable and at the same time, T 2 is serialized before T 1 at site s 2 . Thus, even though T 1 commits before T 2 commits at site s 1 , while T 2 commits before T 1 commits at site s 2 , global serializability is assured. 2
Global serializability is assured in the above example since transactions T 1 and T 2 do not conict at site s 2 . However, if, for every site s k , any two global transactions executing at s k conict, then it can be shown that a total order on the commit operations of global transactions is necessary to ensure global serializability in an MDBS where each local DBMS is strongly recoverable. We assume that the GTM is centrally located and controls the submission of global transaction operations to the local DBMSs. For every global transaction operation, the GTM rst selects a local DBMS where the operation should be executed, and then determines whether to submit the operation to the local DBMS, to delay it, or to abort the transaction. At each site, the GTM has an agent (server) that submits global transaction operations to the local DBMS. A local DBMS acknowledges the execution of an operation to the server, which, in turn, passes this information to the GTM. Each global transaction thus consists of a set of subtransactions, each of which is executed as a regular local transaction at some local DBMS. Global serializability in the MDBS is assured if the union of the conict serialization graphs [BHG87] of all the local schedules is acyclic.
In addition, every local DBMS ensures the atomicity of transactions in local schedules. Local DBMSs also ensure that that local schedules are conict serializable and deadlock free. Two classes of local schedules, rigorous schedules and strongly recoverable schedules, introduced in [BGRS91], play an important role in ensuring global serializability in trivial and semi-trivial MDBSs (a notion similar to strong recoverability was also recently proposed in [Raz91]). We dene the two classes of schedules below.
internal DBMS structure changes are permitted (design autonomy) to the local DBMS. Furthermore, each local DBMS has complete control over all the transactions executing at its site, including the ability to abort any transaction at any time prior to its commitment (execution autonomy).
The concept of serializability has been the traditionally accepted notion of correctness for concurrent executions of multiple transactions. In an MDBS environment, however, ensuring global serializability even in a failure-free environment is dicult. This is due to the fact that the local transactions execute outside the control of the GTM, and the local DBMSs may follow dierent concurrency control schemes.
Schemes for ensuring global serializability in a failure-free MDBS environment have been proposed in Simplicity of the GTM is desirable -especially for geographically distributed MDBSs consisting of highly autonomous local DBMSs. In this paper, we study two classes of MDBSs that represent extremes in simplicity, permit a high degree of concurrency and incur minimal overhead. In particular, we rst consider a class of trivial MDBSs in which the GTM does not delay any operations and simply submits them to the local DBMSs in the order in which they arrive. We then consider a class of semi-trivial MDBSs in which the GTM may delay the submission of the various commit operations belonging to global transactions, while all other operations are submitted for execution with no delay. We identify restrictions on the local DBMSs that ensure that global serializability is maintained in trivial and semi-trivial MDBSs. These restrictions are both necessary and sucient to guarantee serializability, and are met in many of today's commercially available DBMSs. We then develop concurrency control schemes that preserve global serializability in semi-trivial MDBSs in the presence as well as absence of failures, and address the problem of detecting and resolving deadlocks. Our proposed schemes are simple and require only minimal information from the participating local DBMSs.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briey outline the MDBS model that we adopt. In Section 3, we identify restrictions on local DBMSs that are necessary and sucient in order to ensure global serializability in a failure-free trivial MDBS. A concurrency control scheme for ensuring global serializability in a failure-free semi-trivial MDBS is developed in Section 4. In Section 5, we address the problem of designing fault tolerant concurrency control protocols for MDBS environments. The problem of detecting and resolving deadlocks is addressed in Section 6. (MDBS) environment are complicated due to the autonomy of local database management systems (DBMSs). In order to develop concurrency control schemes that are simple, permit a high degree of concurrency and incur minimal overhead, we carry out a detailed study of two classes of MDBSs: trivial and semitrivial. In a trivial MDBS, the global transaction manager (GTM) does not delay any operations and simply submits them to the local DBMSs in the order in which they arrive. In a semi-trivial MDBS, the GTM may delay the submission of commit operations belonging to global transactions, while all other operations are submitted for execution with no delay. We identify restrictions on the local DBMSs that ensure that global serializability is maintained in trivial and semi-trivial MDBSs. These restrictions are both necessary and sucient to guarantee serializability. We also develop concurrency control schemes that preserve global serializability in semi-trivial MDBSs in the presence as well as absence of failures, and address the problem of detecting and resolving deadlocks. Our proposed schemes are simple and require only minimal information from the participating local DBMSs.
1 Introduction A multidatabase system (MDBS) is a facility that allows access to data located in multiple pre-existing and autonomous database management systems (DBMSs). In such a system, a software package built on top of the local DBMSs, referred to as the global transaction manager (GTM), coordinates the execution of global transactions that execute at multiple sites. Independently, local transactions execute at a single site outside the control of the GTM. Each local DBMS is autonomous in the sense that no design or
